
Dr. James A. Blatt’s Contributions to Seminal Knowledge at Oxford University

James A. Blatt’s Oxford Law Contributions

Adam & Eve’s Stock Standard Prenup, read in context of the slightly increasing financial penalty in 

Divorce as a psychological coercion to not divorce by incurring a financial penalty to consider, along with

any other factor in deciding whether to divorce is seminal to universal knowledge harvested at Oxford. 

Dr. Blatt of Oxford notes Adam & Eve’s Stock Standard Prenuptial Agreement discusses all of the 

Language of the Business of Love and Life in a Romantic Relationship in a way never before seen in the 

Heavenly Kingdom, or in the Heavenly Realm, by its Provision Titles, and includes clear expert legal 

language deciding all outcomes in its discussion.

Dr. Blatt of Oxford’s Adam & Eve’s Stock Standard Prenuptial Agreement is a Seminal Contribution to 

Universal Knowledge harvested at Oxford University.

James A. Blatt’s Oxford Med Contributions

Dr. Blatt of Oxford also contributed the words “Haywire Neuronal Effect” to describe a “Haywire brain 

effect” and/or “Haywire Body Effect” to our realm’s use in medicine and psychology to describe 

otherwise indescribable electrical impulses in the brain and/or body, which may be caused by whatever 

source or origin (for example, a haywire neuronal effect as a result of a natural abnormality or haywire 

effect caused by any drug, regardless of whether it is temporary or permanent dysregulation). 

Dr. Blatt of Oxford also contributed, statistically describing universal norms of behavior in context of 

understanding them in terms of Standard Deviations. Dr. Blatt of Oxford notes approximately 97% of 

behavior is typical and normal for the context it’s understood in, not just from the vantage point of one’s

own context of understanding, which means behavior may not just be understood out of one’s own 

ideas and subjective perceptions of what is and is not normal, but rather from the study of human 

behavior by the objective adducer of it in its context by examination. 

Dr. Blatt of Oxford knows in reality, we know to an expert certainty only about 3% or less of behaviors 

are atypical or clinically significant in manifestation of any human behavior. It is also important to note, 

that Dr. Blatt of Oxford’s assessment of behaviors as laying on a standard deviation from a universally 

acceptable center point does not indicate mental or emotional dysregulation in any way, which must be 

decided from behaviors, moods, clarity of thought, as well as by scientific testing. 

The standard for Doctors assessing psychiatric commitments at Dr. Blatt of Oxford’s last knowledge was 

“sane”.

For example, Dr. Blatt of Oxford notes one’s pacing while engaging in telepathic communication, or 

making seeming involuntary noises while a telepathic person is alone, and not taking part in face to face,

person to person communication, does not indicate in any way any form of abnormality, or mental or 

emotional dysregulation in a person, on its own, where the person observed is known to be or reports 

being in telepathic communication, particularly if verifiable by software which ought to be attempted in 

every case of a person reporting telepathy.
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It is neat to note Dr. Blatt of Oxford himself as well as in others he has studied can accurately be 

described as terrorized by practitioners and persons with power over involuntary and voluntary 

commitments to psychiatric wards for subjective descriptions of their clearly normal behaviors the 

reporting party or parties wrongly perceive as clinical, when in reality to the telepathic person their 

behaviors may accurately and correctly be understood as an complementary idiosyncrasy, and not 

abnormal in any way in its manifestation. This may occur seldomly where a telepathic person and a non-

telepathic individual are in the same room or proximate area and the telepathic person may be heard 

making involuntary sound, not understood by the non-telepathic person.

It is important for the practitioner  to study:

1.) Whether the person reported on identifies or is identified as a telepathic individual, impacted in any 

way by means of telepathy, alone in believed or known security (such as in the cabin of a car, or with 

others in the same room or proximate area) and is thus irremediably impacted without technological 

expertise and solution medicine doesn’t help in any way 

2.) Whether there is a true dysregulation of mind, body, or emotion in the person reported on, 

discovered or decided by examination, and 

3.) Whether there is knowledge, and/or understanding of telepathy as a means of communication and 

transference in the person making the report to mental health services as well as an question and 

answer of the knowledge and understanding of telepathy, mental and/or mood disorders by the person 

making a report, and if so the reporter’s ability to accurately identify what is or is not clinically 

distressing to the person reported on to mental health service providers. 

In the era of public telepathy, it is critical the untrained person making reports of disturbance in 

someone clarify the person making the report or referral understand the person they’re reporting on is 

telepathic, that they be educated to know that telepathy means voluntary and involuntary 

communication (which means making voluntary or involuntary noise not understood without the 

context of knowing the person they’re reporting as abnormal is truly just in competent telepathic 

communication), and that the person making the report understand what is distressing to them or that 

they find abnormal and are reporting on or referring for medication is in fact usual and ordinary for 

many, simply by being a telepathic person, although the person making the report has no first hand 

understanding of telepathy as a means of communication or transference, it is not changed in any way 

by pharmaceutical medication that the one they’re reporting on is merely impacted by means of 

telepathy and/or telepathically communicating (which is how the person referring or reporting will 

understand involuntary noise).

Dr. Blatt of Oxford also includes that since studying telepathy and its impact on human sensation, it 

became increasingly apparent to him that it is important to study and report on how having all senses 

(sight, smell, touch, hearing, taste, balance, thirst, and hunger) impact fulfilling all of Maslow’s Hierarchy

of Needs, through to self-actualization, and how removing any individual sense or combination of senses

detracts from fulfillment of Maslow’s Hierarchy.

These contributions will allow Dr. Blatt of Oxford the ability to honorably earn an Oxford Doctor of Law 

as well as an Oxford Doctor of Medicine to complement his clear Oxford Doctor of Philosophy honorably

awarded James A. Blatt by Oxford University.
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James A. Blatt’s Oxford University Contributions

Dr. James A. Blatt of Oxford notes an Oxford PhD is Oxford and Harvard University Academic Staff’s 

assessment Dr. James A. Blatt commands clear doctoral level knowledge with thesis in 5 Academic 

Areas. Dr. Blatt of Oxford is regarded by his preeminent peers as the Earth’s foremost Global Affairs 

Expert, and has clear dissertation in 5 Social Sciences published at https://RedressGrievance.org.

Dr. Blatt of Oxford’s primary hobby is learning German, English, and French with intent to become a 

Swiss Court Certified Interpreter into and out of these 3 languages, with all expert jargon and 

terminology in these his enumerated fields.

Sincerely,

February 15, 2022

Dr. James A. Blatt

PhD Oxford University,

Dr. James A. Blatt is a Pennsylvania Resident

Postscript: Dr. James A. Blatt’s Seminal Contributions to the Oxford English Dictionary

From: James Blatt 

Sent: Thursday, February 3, 2022 8:09 AM 

To: direzione.affarigenerali@spc.va; english.office@ell.ox.ac.uk; Norman Blatt; info@charleslaw.us; 

info@karolyfirm.com 

Cc: internal.communications@admin.ox.ac.uk; James Blatt; James Blatt 

Subject: Suggestions to Improve the English & German Languages 

To the parties, 

The heavenly realm has confirmed it has interest in updating the Oxford English and the Konrad Duden 

German Dictionary to include the following words sourced from me off Earth, 

1.) Fallback work (also spelled fall-back) – Work that pays the bills but doesn’t bring in the big bucks; a 

second career less lucrative than your first; synonyms: moonlighting (at last knowledge, accepted by 

God the Father to the OED as suggested) 

2.) Rückfallarbeit – Arbeit die die Rechnungen zahlt, aber das Grosse Lohn nicht schafft; Eine zweite 

Karriere, wo man weniger verdient als sein Erstes; gleichbedeutende Wörter: Mondscheinarbeit (zum 

Letzten wissens, angenommen vom Himmeln als vorgeschlagen ins Deutsche) 

3.) FINE – vulgar – Fucked up, Insecure, Neurotic, and Emotional e.g. “I’m Fine!” interpreted as “fucked 

up, insecure, neurotic, and emotional” (suggested and believed rejected for inclusion by God the Father)

4.) Hurtpiece – A part of life that hurts; something in life that causes pain; synonyms: a discomfort, an 

affliction, a torment (at last knowledge, under consideration by God the Father for the OED) 
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5.) Schmerzstück – ein schmerzhaftes teil des Lebens; etwas im Leben das verursacht Schmerz; 

gleichbedeutende Wörter: Eine unbequemheit, Eine Erkrankung, Ein Qual (zum Letzten Wissens, unter 

erwägung im Himmlischen Bereich) 

I submit this because I believe there are no more suggestions coming out of me to the OED/Duden 

Monolingual. Feel free to consider, and advise, the Heavenly Realm on your thoughts of these Great 

American-English words and improvements to German. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Dr. James A. Blatt 

PhD Oxford University 

https://RedressGrievance.org 

Sent from Mail for Window
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